3 Styles of ColorBrackets for Mechanically Fastening SnoBar and ColorBar Systems

2.67 ColorBracket
For Corrugated 2.67 Panels

Short ColorBracket
For 9" R-panels

Tall ColorBracket
For 9" & 12" R-panels/PBR Panels

The ColorBracket is a mechanically fastened attachment point for SnoBar and ColorBar systems. These brackets are used for screw-down applications when mechanical attachment of SnoBar or ColorBar is intended. There are 3 sizes of ColorBrackets made to accommodate most screw down metal roofs. The short ColorBracket can be used for a low-profile appearance on 9" R-panels with major ribs shorter than 1" high. The standard, tall ColorBracket is used on "R" or "PBR" panels. The 2.67 ColorBracket is specifically designed to be used on 2.67 corrugated roofing.

These brackets come in a mill aluminum finish with standard bar systems. They can also be custom powder coated, along with the bar, to match the roof.

Placement in just isolated areas such as chimneys, doorways, vents and partial roof sections is NOT recommended. Always consult manufacturer for proper spacing layouts.

- 6063-T5 Aircraft Grade Aluminum Components w/ galvanized fasteners
- More screw-down attachment options than any other bar system.
- Custom color matching available.
- Made in the U.S.A.

Call Today For A Quote!